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OF

ALGEBRA

PART II.

Coniaining' the Analysis o/" Indeterminate Quantities.

CHAR I.

Of the Resolution of' Equations of' the First Degree, zvhicJi,

contain more than one imknown Quantity.

ARTICLE I.

^T has been shewn, in the First Part, how one unknown
quantity is determined by a single equation, and how we
may determine two unknown quantities by means of two
equations, three vniknown quantities by three equations, and
so on ; so that there must always be as many equations as

there are unknown quantities to determine, at least when the

question itself is determinate.

When a question, therefore, does not furnish as many
equations as there are unknown quantities to be determined,

some of these must remain undetermined, and depend on
our will; for which reason, such questions are said to be
indeterminate ; forming the subject of a particular branch of

algebra, which is called Indeterminate Analysis.

2. As in those cases we may assume any numbers for one,

or more unknown quantities, they also admit of several

solutions : but, on the other hand, as there is usually an-

nexed the condition, that the numbers sought are to be in-

teger and positive, or at least rational, the number of all the

possible solutions of those questions is greatly limited : so

that often there are very few of them possible ; at other
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times, there may be an infinite number, but such as are not
readily obtained ; and sometimes, also, none of them are
possible. Hence it happens, that this part of analysis fre-

quently requires artifices entirely appropriate to it, which are
of great service in exercising the judgment of beginners, and
giving them dexterity in calculation.

3. To begin with one of the easiest questions. Let it be
required to find two positive, integer numbers, the sum of
which shall be equal to 10.

Let us represent those members by x and 9j ; then we have
.r + j/ = 10 ; and x = 10 — ?/, where j/ is so i'ar only de-
termined, ihat this letter must represent an integer and positive

number. We may therefore substitute for it all integer
numbers from 1 to infinity : but since x must likewise be a
positive number, it follows, that i/ cannot be taken greater
than 10, for otherwise x would become negative; and if

we also reject the value of j- — 0, we cannot make j/ greater
than 9 ; so that only the following solutions can take
place

:

If^ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

then ^ = 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.

But, the last four of these nine solutions being the same as
the first four, it is evident, that the question really admits
only of five different solutions.

If three numbers were required, the sum of which might
make 10, we should have only to divide one of the numbers
already found into two parts, by which means we should
obtain a greater number of solutions.

4. As we have found no difficulty in this question, we
will proceed to others, which require different considera-
tions.

Qi(estio7i 1 . Let it be required to divide 25 into two parts,

the one of which may be divisible by 2, and the other by S.

Let one of the parts sought be 2.r, and the other

3_y ; we shall then have 2x -\- St/ = 25 ; consequently
Sx = 25 — Si/; and dividing by 2, we obtain

25 — Si/
X = —^~^ ; whence we conclude, in the first place? that

83/ must be less than 25, and, consequently, ?/ is less than 8.

Also, if, from this value o£ x, we take out as many integers

as we possibly can, that is to say, if we divide by the de-

l—y
nominator 2, we shall have a: = 12 — ?/ + -—

; whence

it follows, that 1 — ?/, or rather 7/ — 1, must be divisible by
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by 2. Let us, iherefore, make 1/ — 1 = Qz; and we shall

have 1/ = 2z -\- 1, so that

a: = 12- 22 - 1 - s = 11 -Sz.
And, shice 1/ cannot be greater than 8, we must not sub-
stitute any numbers for z which would render 2c; -}- 1 greater
than 8 ; conse(|uently, z must be less than 4, that is to say,

Z cannot be taken greater than 3, for which reasons we have
the followina; answers

:

If we make z = z = 1 z =2 z=3.
we have 1/ = 1

and a; 1= 11
y=3
a: = S

y — '^

X = 5 a; = 2.

Hence, the two parts of 25 sought, are

22 + 3, 16 + 9, 10 + 15, or 4 + 21.

5. Question 2. To divide 100 into two such parts, that
the one may be divisible by 7, and the other by 11.

L.et 7x be the first part, and 11?/ tJie second. Then we
must have 7x -j- 11?/ = 100; and, consequently,

- IQQ-l^J^ 984-2 -7?/ -4?/

a- = 14 — ?/ -f

or

2-4?/

7 '

wherefore 2 — 4y, or 4j/ — 2, must be divisible by 7.

Now, if we can divide 4j/ — 2 by 7, we may also divide
its half, 2?/ — 1, by 7. Let lis therefore make2y — 1 =: 7~,

or 2j/ = 7^ + 1, and we shall have a- =: 14 — 3/ — 2z;
but, since 2j/ = '7z -\- 1 = 6z -^ z -{- 1, we shall have

^4-1
j/ = 32 + —^. Let us therefore make z -{- 1 zz 2u, or

z = 2?^ — 1 ; which supposition gives 7/ = Sz -^ u; and,
consequently, we may substitute for 11 every integer number
that does not make x or j/ negative. Now, as 7/ becomes
= 7?^ — 3, and a: = 19 — 11 w, the first of these expressions
shews that 7?^ must exceed 3 ; and according to the second,
llu must be less than 19, or u less than -i^ : so that u can-
not be 2 ; and since it is impossible for this number to be 0,
we must have ?* = 1 : which is the only value that this
letter can have. Hence, we obtain x = 8, and 3/ = 4

;

and the two parts of 100 which were required, are 55*,

and 44.

6. Question 3. To divide 100 into two such parts, that
dividing the first by 5, there may remain 2 ; and dividing
the second by 7, the remainder may be 4.
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Since the first part, divided by 5, leaves the remainder

2, let us suppose it to be So: -j- 2 ; and, for a similar reason,

we may represent the second part by 7j/ + 4 : we shall thus

have

5jc 4- 7y + 6 = 100, or 5x = 94 - 7y=90 + 4- 5?/ -%

;

4— 2y
whence we obtain a; rr 18 — j/ H —---. Hence it follows,

that 4 — Sj/, or 2?/ — 4, or the half j/ — 2, must be divisible

by 5. For this reason, let us make ?/ ~ 2 = 5s, or

1/ =i 5z -^ 2, and we shall have .v = 16 — 72 ; whence we
conclude, that Iz must be less than 16, and z less than 'y,

that is to say, z cannot exceed 2. The question proposed,
therefore, admits of three answers

:

1. z = gives X = 16, and ?/ = 2 ; whence the two
parts are 82 -f- 18.

2. 2; = 1 gives X = 9, and j/ = 7; and the two parts

are 47 + 53.

S. z = 2 gives X = 2, and j/ = 12 ; and the two parts

are 12 + 88.

7. Question 4. Two women have together 100 eggs : one
says to the other; ' When I count my eggs by eights,

there is an overplus of 7.' The second replies :
* If I count

mine by tens, I find the same overplus of 7.' How many
eggs had each ?

As the number of eggs belonging to the first woman,
divided by 8, leaves the remainder 7 ; and the number of

eggs belonging to the second, divided by 10, gives the same
remainder 7 ; we may express the first number by Sx + 7,

and the second by lOj/ + 7; so that 8j" + lOj/ + 14= 100,
or 3a: = 86 - lOy, or 4a; = 43 - 5j/ = 40 + 3 - 4?/ —y.
Consequently, if we make j/ — 3 = 42;, so that 3/ =z 42; + 3,

•

we shall have

a: = 10 - 4;^ - 3 - ~ = 7 — 5;^;

whence it follows, that 5z must be less than 7, or z Jess

than 2 ; that is to say, we shall only have the two following-

answers :

1.2 = gives /r rr 7, and 3/ = 3 ; so that the first woman
had 63 eggs, and the second 37.

2.2 = 1 gives X = 2, and 3/ = 7 ; therefore the first

woman had 23 eggs, and the second had 77.

8. Question 5. A company of men and women spent

1000 sous at a tavern. The men paid each 19 sous, and each

woman 13. How many men and women were there ?
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Let the number of men be x, and that of the women y,
we shall then have the equation

19^ 4- 13_y = 1000, or

13j/ = 1000 - 19:r = 988 + IS - 13^ - 6^, and

^ = 76 - .r + —Y3— ;

whence it follows, that 12 — 6a?, or Q)X — 12, or x ~- % the

sixth part of that number must be divisible by 13. If,

therefore, we make ^ — 2 = 13r, we shall have x — 13;= + 2,

and ?/ = 76 - 13r - 2 - 6r, or ?/ = 74 - 19z;

which shews that z must be less than -f^, and, consequently?

less than 4 ; so that the four following answers are possible :

1. z =z gives X = 2, and ?/ — 74 : in which case there

were 2 men and 74 women ; the former paid 38 sous, and
the latter 962 sous.

2. ;: =: 1 gives tiie number of men a' = 15, and that of
women j/ =: 55 ; so that the former spent 285 sous, and the
latter 715 sous.

3. s = 2 gives the number of men x = 28, and that of
the women y — 36; therefore the former spent 532 sous,

and the latter 468 sous.

4. s := 3 gives j; =z 41, and ?/ — 17; so that the men
spent 779 sous, and the women 221 sous.

9. Question 6. A farmer lays out the sum of 17T0
crowns in purchasing horses and oxen ; he pays 31 crowns
for each horse, and 21 crowns for each ox. How many
horses and oxen did he buy ?

Let the number of horses be x, and that of oxen y ;

we shall then have 31^; + 91y = 1770, or 91y = 1770
- Qlx = 1764 + 6 - 21^ - iOx ; that is to say,

6 — IOj:
?/ = 84 — X -] -^— . Therefore 10<r — 6, and Uke-

wise its half 5x — 3, must be divisible by 2L If we
now suppose 5^ — 3 = 2lz, we shall have 5x = 21z -{- 3,

and hence y = 84} — x — 2:. But, since

X =—=— = 4^ -j — , we must also make z -\-3 = 5u ;

which supposition gives

2 n 5m — 3, ;r =1 21m — 12, and

,y = 84 - 21m -I- 12 - 10m -1- 6 = 102 - 31m;

hence it follows, that ic must be greater than 0, and yet less

than 4, which furnishes the following answers

:
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1. ?i = 1 gives the number of liorses r = 9, and that of
oxen j/ = 71 ; wherefore the former cost 279 crowns, and the

latter 1491 ; in all 1770 crowns.

2. 71 = 2 gives a: = 30, and 3/ = 40 ; so that the horses

cost 930 crowns, and the oxen 840 crowns, which together

make 1770 crowns.

3. M rz 3 gives the number of the horses x =. 51, and that

of the oxen 2/
— Q; the former cost 1 581 crowns, and the

latter 189 crowns ; which together make 1770 crowns.

10. The questions which we have hitherto considered

lead all to an equation of the form ax -{- hij z= c, in which
a, b, and c, represent integer and positive numbers, and
in which the values of x and 7/ must likewise be integer

and positive. Now, if b is negative, and the equation
has the form ax — by = c^ we have questions of quite

a different kind, admitting of an infinite number of an-
swers, which we shall treat of before we conclude the present

chapter.

The simplest questions of this sort are such as the fol-

lowing. Required two numbers, whose difference may be

6. If, in this case, we make the less number .r, and the

greater j/, we must have y — x = 6, and y = G -\- x. Now,
nothing prevents us from substituting, instead of x, all the

integer numbers possible, and whatever number we assume,

y will always be greater by 6. Let us, for example, make
X = 100, we have y = lOG ; it is evident, therefore, that an
infinite number of answers are possible.

11. Next follow questions, in which c = 0, that is to say,

in which ax must simply be equal to by. Let there be re-

quired, for example, a number divisible both by 5 and by 7.

If we write n for that number, we shall first have N = 5x,

since n must be divisible by 5 ; farther, we shall have

N = 7t/, because the number must also be divisible by 7 ; we

7«/
shall therefore have 5x = 7?/, and x = -^. Now, since 7

cannot be divided by 5, y must be divisible by 5 : let us

therefore make y = 5z, and we have x = '7z; so that the

number sought n = 35r ; and as we may take for z, any

integer number whatever, it is evident that we can assign

for N an infinite number of values; such as

35, 70, 105, 140, 175, 210, &c.

If, beside the above condition, it were also required that the

number n be divisible by 9, we should first have n n 35^,

as before, and should farther make n = 9u. In this man-
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ncr, 35:: = du, and u — -~
; where It is evident that s!

must be divisible by 9 ; therefore let 2; = 9.? ; and we shall

then have u = S5s, and the number sought n = 3155.

12. We find more difficulty, when c is not = 0. For
ejcample, when 5j: ^ 7y + 3, the equation to which we are

led, and which requires us to seek a number x such, that

it may be divisible by 5, and if divided by 7, may leave the'

I'cmainder 3: for \ve must then have N = 5^, and also

K = 7v/ -{- 3, whence results the equation 5a.- z= 7^ + 3 j

£tnd, consequently,

X - ^ - ^ - -y^ ^ .

2w4-3
If we make 2y -{- 3 :r 5z, or z = -^—-—, wehavcT=7/-f s^

o

now, because 2?/ -|- 3 = 5?j or 27/ = 5z — 3, we have

If, therefore, we farther suppose : ~ 3 = 2«, we havef

z = 2u -{- 3i and 7/ = 5u -{- 6, and

X = y -^ z = {5u + 6) + {Qu + 3) = lu + 9.

Hence, the number sought n rz 35?^ + ^O, in which equa-

tion we may substitute for u not only all positive integer

numbers, but also negative numbers ; for, as it Is sufficient

that >f be positive, we may make zi =: — 1, which gives

N rr 10; the other values are obtained by continually add-
ing 35; that is to say, the numbers sought are 10, 45, 80,

115, 150, 185, 220, &c.

13. The solution of questions of tins sort depends on the

relation of the two numbers by which we are to divide ; that

is, they become more or less tedious, according to the nature

of those divisors. The following question, for example,

admits of a very short solution :

llequircd a number which, divided by G, leaves the re-^

mainder 2 ; and divided by 13, leaves the remainder 3.

Let this number be n; first n := 6^ + 2, and then

N = 13i/ + 3; consequently, 6^ + 2 = 13^ + 3, and
Qx = 13«/ + 1 ; hence,

13^+1 ^ y+\

and if we make y -\- \ = 6r, wc obtain y = 6z — 1, and'

X = 2y + z -- 13::; — 2; v.'hence we have for the number'
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sought N = 78z — 10 ; therefore, the question admits of the

following values of n ; viz.

N = 68, 146, 224, 302, 380, &c.

which numbers form an arithmetical prooression, whose

difference is 78 = 6 x 13. So that if w'e know one of the

vahies, we may easily find all the rest ; for we have only to

add 78 continually, or to subtract that number, as long as it

is possible, when we seek for smaller numbers.
14. The following question furnishes an example of a

longer and more tedious solution.

Question 8. To find a number N, wdiich, when divided

by 39, leaves the remainder 16 ; and such also, that if it be
divided by 56, the remainder may be 27.

In the first place, Ave have n = Q9p + 16; and in the

second, n = 56q + 27 ; so that

39/? + 16 = 56q + 27, or Qdj) = 56g + 11, and

56o + ll 17/7+11
P - 3()

= q + —Tjg— = q -'r r, by makmg

17g + ll

39 '

So that 39r = 17<? + 11, and

39r-ll ^ 5;— 11 ^—^— = 2r 4
^Y~

= ^'" + *' '^y malting

5r^ll
17

s = ——— , or 17<? = 5r — 11 ; whence we get

175+ 11 , 2^+11 ^
r = p— = 35 4 — = iis -{- f, by makmg

2^ + 11
t = ——z— , or 5^ = 2^ + 11 ; whence we find

5

5^-11 ^ f.~U ^
s = —-r— =^t -\- —^T— = 2^ + u, by makmg

7/, = —-— ; whence i = 2?< + 11.

Having now no longer any fractions, we may take

at pleasure, and then we have only to trace back the fol

lowing values :

t = 2?/+ 11,

s -^t ^n = 5u 4- 22,

r = Ss -\-t = 17?/+ 77,
^r = 2/-+* = o9u-{- 176,

p = q -\- r — 56)1 -\-

u
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and, lasily, n = 39 x 5Gu -f 9883 *. And the least pos-

sible value of N is found by making u — — 4 ; fo by this

supposition, we have n = 1147 : and ifwe make ii = .v — 4,

we find

N = 2184x' - H73G + 9883 ; or >; = 2184^ + 1147;

which numbers form an arithmetical progression, whose

first term is 1147, and whose common difference is 2184;

the following being some of its leading terms

:

1147, 3331, 5515, 7699, 9883, &c.

15. We shall subjoin some other questions by way of

practice.

Question 9. A company of men and women club to-

gether for the payment of a reckoning : each man pays 25

livres, and each Avoman 16 livres; and it is found that all

the women together have paid 1 livre more than the men.

How many men and women were there ?

Let the number of Avomen be ;;, and tliat of men q ; then

the women Avill have expended 16^, and the men 25^; so

that 16/; = ^5q + 1, and

25<? + l
,

9<? + l
^ ,^ Q ,

,

2) =z -^Q— ^ </ + -^jQ- -q + r, or IGr = 9<7 + 1,

I6r-1 7r-l n r/ 1
q = —— =z r -{- —g— = r + s, or 9s = 7r — 1,

95 + 1 'Js + 1
,

-

r r= —-— = s + —Y- = * -f ^, or it = ^s -\- 1,

s = 5^^^ = 3* + *-^ = 3* + «, or ^u=t~l.

We shall therefore obtain, by tracing back our substitutions,

t =^iC + l,

s = 3t -\- ft = 7w -{- 3,

r = .s- -f- ^ = 9w -j- 4,

q = r -]- s = 16ti 4" 7,

2)= q-\.r = mic -\- 11.

So that the number of women was 25m + 11, and that of

men was 16^* + 7 ; and in these formulae we may substitute

* As the numbers 176 and 253 ought, respectively, to be

aivisible by 39 and 56; and as the former ought, by the

question, to leave the remainder 16, and the latter 27, the sum

9883 is formed by multiplying 176 by 56, and adding the re-

mainder 27 to the product : or by multiplying 253 by 39, and

adding the remainder 16 to the product. Th.is,

(176 X 56) 4- 27 = 9883 5 and (253 x 39) + 16 = 9883.
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lor 11 ftny inteo-cr numbers "whatever. The least results,

tlierefbrc, will be as follow :

Number of women, 11, 36, 61 , 86, 111, &c.
^ of men, 7, 23, 39, 55, 71, &c.

Accordlnn- to the first answer, or that which contains llic

least numbers, the women expended l7G livres, and the n:en

175 livres; that is, one livre less than the women.
16. Question 10. A person buys some horses and oxen :

he pays 31 crowns per horse, and 20 crowns for each ox ;

and he iinds that the oxen cost him 7 crowns more tlian the

horses. How many oxen and horses did he buy .''

If we suppose _p to be the number of the oxen, and r,' tlic

number of the horses, we shall have the following equation :

^ "" "so"" ^ '^'^ 20~ "'?"'" ^'' ''^' ~^'" '=^^lT'y

20r-7 ,
9;- -7

(J
= —y:— = r -\ Yt~ = ^' H" *» oi' ^^^ = ^^'- h

9^—7 t —1
s = —^ = U^ —^y- = 4^ -I- n, or 2ic = t-^1,

whence t = 2?^ -}- 7, and, consequently,

s = U -\-2i= ^u, 4- 28,

r = s-\- t = \\u + 35,

q ^= ?•-}- 5 = 20» -j- Q?), number of horses,

^ = q-^ r =. 3\ii -j- 98, number of oxei?.

Whence, the least positive values of 7^ and q are found by
making ?« 1= — 3; those which are greater succeed in the

following arithmetical progressions

:

Number of oxen, p = 5, 3Q, 67, OS, 129, 160, 191, 222,

253, &c.

Number of horses, a -3, 23, 43, 63, 83, 1C3, 123, 143,

163, &c.

17. If now we consider how the letters p and y, in tliis

example, are determined by the succeeding letters, we shall

perceive that this determination dcjiends on the ratio of the

numbers 31 and 20, and ])articularly on the ratio which wc
discover by seeking the greatest common divisor of lliese two
numbers. In fact, if we perform this operation.
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31
20

(1

(1

(1

11) 20
11

, 9) 11

1)

2) 9
8

('t

1) 2
o

(2

it is evident tliat the quotients are found also in the suc-

cessive values of the letters jj, q, ?•, s, &c. and that they are

connected with the first letter to the rij^dit, w'lile the last

always remains alone. We see, farther, that the number 7
occurs only in the fifth and last equation, and is affected by
the sign +, because the number of this equation is odd;
for if that number had been even, we should have obtained
— 7. This will be made more evident by the foilowino-

Table, in which we may observe the decomposition of the

nvmibers 31 and 20, and then the determination of the values

ot' the letters p, g, r, &c.

31 = 1 X 20 + 11

20 = 1 X 11 + 9
11 r:z 1 X 9 + 2
9 = 4 X 2 + 1

2 = 2x 1+ i =2 X u \- 7.

IS. In the same manner, we may '"epresent t!ie example
in Art. 14.

/^ = 1 X 7 + r

7 = 1 X r + -y

r = 1 X i>f + t

,v = 4 X t + u

56 = 1 X 39 + 17
39 = 2 X 17 + 5
7 = 3 X 5 + 2
5 = 2 X 2 + 1

2 =3 2 X 1 +

q = 2 X /• -r .?

r = S X s -{- t

s = 2 X t + u
t -il X u + 11.

19. And, in the same manner, we may analyse all ques-

tions of this kind. For, let there be given the equation

bji :=: aq + n, in which a, b, and ?/, are known numbers

;

then, we have only to proceed as we should do to find the

greatest common divisor of the numbersL a and by and we
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may immediately determine p and q by the succeeding let-

ters, as follows

:

Let

a rr Ab + c

b = Bc-\-d
c =: Cd + e

d=LDe + f
e^EfVg

ard wc shall

find

{p = Jq^r
\q- Br + ,v

I

/• = C.9 + t

J

s = Dt -\- u
t = Eu + V
u = Fv + 11.

We have only to observe farther, that in the last equation
the sign + niust be prefixed to 7i, when the number of
equations is odd ; and that, on the contrary, we must take
— 71, when the number is even : by these means, the ques-
tions which form the subject of the present chapter may be
readily answered, of which we shall give some examples.

20. Question 11. Required a number, which, being di-

vided by 11, leaves the remainder 3; but being divided by
19, leaves the remainder 5.

Call this number n; then, in the first place, we have
X = 11/; -f- 3, and in the second, n = 19(7 + 5 ; therefore,

we have the equation lip = 19q -{- 2, which furnishes the
following; Table

:

19= 1 X ll-f-S p = q + r
11 = 1 X 8+3 q = r + s

8 = 2 X 3-f2 r = %s + t

3 = 1 X 2+1 s = t + u
2 = 2 X 1 + t = ^u + 2,

where we may assign any value to 7z, and determine by it

the preceding letters successively. We find,

t = 2/^+2
s — t + u = Su-^ 2
r =2*+ t = 8ii + 6
g=z r + s = llu + 8
p = q -i- r = Idu +14;

whence we obtain the number sought n=:209?<+157; there-

fore 157 is the least number that can express n, or satisfy

the terms of the question.

21. Question 12. To find a number n such, that if

we divide it by 11, there remains 3, and if we divide it by
19, there remains 5; and farther, if we divide it by 29,
there remains 10.

The last condition requires that n = 29/? +• 10 ; and as
wc have already performed the calculation (in the last

question) for the two others, wc must, in consequence of that
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result, liavc N = 209?^ -\- 157, instead of which we shall

write N = 2095' + ^57 ; so that

29/; + 10 = 203(7 4- 157, or Z^p = 209^ + 147;

^vhenee we have the following Table;

209 = 7 X 29 + 6 ; (p- Iq -I- r,

29= 4 X Q^-5;
Q= 1 X 5 + 1;
5 = 5 X 1 4- ;

And, if" w'e now retrace these steps, we have

s = 5t — 147,

r- s+ t= (5t— 147,

^ = 4r -}- s= 29t— 735,
'

j9 r= 7g + r = 209?; - 5292 *.

So that N = 6061^ — 153458: and the least number is

found by making t = 26, which supposition gives n = 4128.

22. It is necessary, however, to observe, in order tliat an
equation of the form bj) = ag + n may be resolvible, that

the two numbers a and b must have no common divisor

;

for, otherwise, the question would bo impossible, unless the

number n had the same common divisor.

If it M^cre required, for example, to have 9p = ^oq + 2;
since 9 and 15 have a common divisor 3, and which is not a
divisor of 2, it is impossible to resolve the question, because

9/; — \5q being always divisible by 3, can never become
n: 2. But if in this example 11 = 3, or ti = 6, &c. the

question would be posssible : for it would be sufficient first

to divide by 3; since we should obtain 'op = 5q-\-\, an
equation easily resolvible by the rule already given. It is

evident, therefore, that the numbers a, 6, ought to have no
common divisor, and that our rule cannot apply in any other

case,

23. To prove this still more satisfactorily, we shall con-

sider the equation 9/? = \5q -|- 2 according to the usual

method. Here we find

157+2 6(7 + 2
P = —^ = q + -—— = q -r r; so that

9r = 6q+ 2, or 6q - Qr - 2 ; or

())• _ O c^j. o
q =

'—n— = r-\ jr-^ = r-\-s; so that 3;- — 2 = 6s,

* That is, — 5292 x 29 = — 153468 -, to wliich if the re-

mainder -f 10 rcquiicd by the question be addecb the sum is

- 153 158.
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or 3r = 6^' + 2 : consequently, r — —-^ = 2s -\- ~.

o

No\v, it is evident, that this can never become an integer

number, because s is necessarily an integer ; which shews
the impossibility of such questions *.

CHAP. II.

Of the Rule winch is called Regula Caeci, fbr determining
by means of' tioo Equations, three or more Unknown
Quantities.

24. In the preceding chapter, we have seen how, by means
of a single equation, two unknown quantities may be deter-

mined, so far as to express them in integer and positive

numbers. If, therefore, we had two equations, in order that

the question may be indeterminate, those equations must
contain more than two unknown quantities. Questions of

this kind occur in the common books of arithmetic ; and are

resolved by the rule called Regula Caci, Position, or The
Mule ofFalse ; the foundation of which we shall now ex-

plain, beginning with the following example :

25. Question 1. Thirty persons, men, wbmen, and child-

ren, spend 50 crowns in a tavern ; the share of a man is 3
crowns, that of a woman 2 crowns, and that of a child is 1

crown ; how many persons were there of each class ?

If the number of men be^, of women q, and of children r,

we shall have the two following equations

;

1. p -^ q + r = 30, and
2. Sp + 2q + r = 50,

from which it is required to find the value of the three

letters
J9, q, and r, in integer and positive numbers. The

first equation gives r = 30 — p —q; whpnce we imme-
diately conclude that jt? + q must be less than 30 ; and, sub-

stituting this value of r in the second equation, we have
2/? + y + SO = 50 ; so that q = 20 - 2p, and p -{- q =

* See the Appendix to this chapter, at Art. 3. of the Additions
by De la Grange. /> S3o ,


